With the rapid advances in Internet and Grid technique, an increasing number of applications will involve computing systems. These applications in turn create an increasing demand for efficient resource management, request handling policies and admission control. In this paper, we propose an efficient admission control algorithm to protect the critical resource of server and improve the performance of the computing system. Stability of CPU utilization is aimed to protect the server from overload and under-load. It is then beneficial to keep a satisfactory response time of requests, high throughput and less potential loss of service. We analyze the stability in detail and present a method for tuning control gains in order to guarantee the system stability. Finally, we perform simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm stabilizes the utilization of CPU in the computing system if the control gains are appropriately chosen on the basis of system stability. It then achieves satisfactory performance.
Introduction
With the rapid advances in Internet Application and Grid technique, the number of servers increased sharply in recent years, an increasing number of server applications will involve a large of computing systems. For every server, computing means consuming its resources, including CPU slot, memory, bandwidth and so on. When one or several kinds of resources are scare, the server will be regarded as overload. Because web server overload can lead to loss of service and even possible damage to some critical resources due to its over-utilization, web servers need to be protected from overload. Therefore, there is a need of efficient admission control to protect these resources and services in the above computing systems, especially during periods of peak server load. A number of admission control schemes have been studied in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In these admission control methods, much attention has been paid to the context of performance metrics, such as the request response time, system throughput and efficient serving rate. The controller software process is embedded in Apache Server Linux OS in [7] . However, in [7] , the stability of the network control system is not discussed, while this requirement to a control system in engineering is very important. Stability of control systems can protect the server from overload and under-load. It is then beneficial to keep a satisfactory response time of requests, high throughput and less potentially loss of service. The performance of an unstable system can severely and persistently diverge from the desired performance so as to cause system malfunctioning even worse to lead to the whole system break down [2] . Choosing the proper setting for tuning parameters is also very important for guaranteeing the stability of the whole system and achieving satisfactory performance.
In this paper, we propose an effective admission control scheme that utilizes the information about the resource consumption, which is indicated by CPU utilization. We call the approach resource-based admission control. Due to stability is a key requirement in admission control to achieve satisfactory performance, we focus on the stability analysis of the proposed network controller, and give a procedure for tuning the control gains in detail. The approach is shown by simulations to be able to avoid resource over-utilization and server overload and improve the computing system performance. Explicitly, we compare by simulations the system performance under various control schemes, namely the stable and unstable situations.
Design of Admission Controller
In controller design, an analysis of the computing system models leads to a controller that will achieve the service level objects. We report on an analysis of a closed-loop system using a proportional integral plus derivative (PID) control law. The object is to maintain the target CPU utilization. Using stability analyzing method in classical control theory, we are able to design a PID controller that leads the computing system to be stable and thus avoid the system oscillations in response to requests. Such oscillations are undesirable since they increase variability, thereby resulting in a failure to meet the service level objects.
Notations
Unless otherwise specified, the following notations are pertain to the considered computing system model: m(n): the number of maximum parallel threads in the nth interval; f (n):the feedback information on server's utilization in the nth interval; u: the target CPU utilization ratio of genetic server; r(n): the number of requests in the nth interval; k P : the proportional control gain; k I : the integral control gain; k D : the Derivative control gain; N : the duration of time slots.
Selection of Sampling Time
The choice of sampling time is a key factor that affects the performance of the admission controller [2] . In the controlled system, the sampling time not only determines the length of time between successive updates of the control inputs, but also the length of time system outputs are averaged over. In this sense, the sampling time is also an averaging interval. A short sampling time enables the controller to reacts to changes in the system quickly but increases measurement overhead. A long sampling time keeps the controller from overreacting to random fluctuations by averaging out the stochastic of the metrics, but will also yield a slow response. In order to balance these competing goals, the minimum sampling time in network control system must be larger than two special kinds of time [8] . One is the sampling time of SNMP (simple network management protocol) agent itself and the other is the Round Trip Time (RTT) between the controller and controlled device. The first one is easy to be found from the manuals of device, and the second one should be measured on Internet.
Some sampling rules about robustness can be supposed as below. If the sampling interval is less than the minimum RTT, the feedback will be regarded as the (n + 1)th sampling results, because the (n − 1)th feedback has been received and the (n + 1)th sampling result is impossible to be retrieved so quickly. If the interval is equal to or more than the average RTT, the feedback will be regarded as the (n + 1)th sampling results, because we suppose that the nth sampling result has been lost. On the basis of this simple and practical method, we design the PID controller.
Controller Design and Stability Analysis
The hardware and software in admission closed loop control system are distributed as shown in Fig. 1 . The reference is the desired CPU utilization denoted by u. In this approach, the job of the administrator is shifted from directly setting the tuning parameters to supplying the desired utilization value. At the server, an admission control algorithm checks if the required CPU is available and determines if the arriving request can be admitted into the system. The server is able to service maximum number of requests in a round. The request will be admitted into the system if the number of requests currently being served plus one request is not more than the maximum number of requests. Because an inappropriately designed controller can overreact to performance errors and push a real-time system to unstable conditions, stability is a necessary condition for achieving the desired performance reference and is especially of importance.
Since the direct measurements of m(n) and f (n) is not be acquired, we can use the history values of m(i) and f (i) (i = 1, 2, ..., N ) to estimate m(n) and f (n). Therefore we can design a PID controller that can be better served to predict the number of maximum parallel threads in the nth interval than a simple proportional controller [7, 8] . In the following, we propose the PID controller, analyze its system stability and give the specific method for tuning control gains. The PID controller and the state equation of system are respectively described as follows:
(1)
Where a, b and c are constants that are estimated from statistical data. It is noted that the precise description given in (2) can be obtained by using some system identification method on the basis of statistical data. A statistical autoregressivemoving-average (ARMA) is established in [9] to fit the historical measurement. In this method, the procedure of estimating the parameters is as follows: First, measurement of the target system is obtained while configuring the input parameters in a controlled way. Second, the least-squares regression method is used to estimate a,b and c for different values of N . In general, the fit of the model improves as N is increased. For the concrete technique with regard to this modeling process, one is referred to [10] .
For analysis purposes, it is much more convenient to convert the above two linear equations from the time domain into the z (frequency) domain, where z is a complex number. z-transfer function has several nice properties. For example, consider two linear systems with transforms A(z) and B(z). Then the transform of the system formed by connecting these two in series is A(z)B(z). If outputs of the two systems are summed, then the combined system has the transform A(z) + B(z). Also, if the input to A(z) is multiplied by k, then the associated transform is kA(z).
Applying these principles to equations (1) and (2), we obtain the z-transform:
Where
By substituting (5) into (4), one yields
From (6), we can get
Both sides of (7) are multiplied by z , we can get
Then the following description (z) represents the characteristic polynomial of (7)
The above characteristic polynomial is closely related to system stability. From control theory [10, 11] , when all the zeros of this polynomial lie within the unit circle, the system governed by (1) and (2) is stable in terms of the server utilization. To yield a condition of stability, we let
The roots of the equation z = 0 are z = c. Therefore, we can get when |c| < 1, all roots are in the unit circle. In this case, the controlled computing system is stable in terms of the CPU utilization.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we mainly consider the transient-state response and its stability. Transient-state response represents the responsiveness and efficiency of adaptive resource scheduling in reacting to changes in run-time conditions.
In the following experiments, we investigate if the proposed connection control scheme can be used to protect a web server from overload by a targeted control of high overhead requests. As mentioned in [8, 12] , CPU utilization ratio between 60% and 70% is good for it to avoid damage after computing for a long time. Therefore, in our simulations the expected CPU utilization ratio u in simulation is set to be 65%. The values of a, b and c are similar to those suggested in [8, 12] , i.e., a = 0.5, b = 0.5, c = 0.6. To simplify the control system, we measure the rule of input requests as "pulse signal" type. The period of such request is two minutes, in the first half period, there're one hundred requests per minute and in the second there are forty. The average input rate is seventy requests per minute.
We determine the stability of system and the value of N influences the response of system. The smaller N is, the faster the system achieves steady state. When the control gains are chosen in the area of stability (see Figure 2 and Figure  4 ) based on the above stability condition, the CPU utilization rate is gradually becoming stable after adjusted for a short time. So is the number of maximum parallel threads. On the contrary, when control gains are not chosen in the area of stability (refer to Figure 3 and Figure 5 ), the system is unstable, and severe oscillations appear which will result in a failure to meet the service level objects.
The above performance profile establishes a set of metrics of adaptive realtime systems based on the specification of dynamic response in control theory. The metrics enables system designers to apply established control theory techniques to achieve stability, and meet transient and steady state specifications.
Conclusions
The widespread use of information technology has motivated the need of performance management of computing systems. In network control system, transfer function is not clear between input and output variables. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the use of a PID feedback control strategy to achieve the goal of optimized performance management. The proposed controller can protect the crucial resource of the server and enhance the performance of the server. Furthermore, systems administrator can translate desired performance into appropriate setting of available tuning parameters. Simulation results demonstrate the proposed algorithm can be applied into the server and can be very effective. Certainly, challenges still exist in the modeling and control of computing systems, for example computing systems generally exhibit stochastic behavior inspired by random requests from users and how to control the performance of them to scale such stochastic behavior would be a subject for future research.
